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Available online 5 September 2013Science fiction prototypes are often used to visualise or represent novel technologies or other
techno-scientific innovations. The present paper follows this tradition and describes a prototype
of a care robot that is endowed with affective capabilities. The paper describes some of the
potential ethical problems arising from such a technology. This aspect of the paper is based on
prior research in a European-funded technology foresight project that explored the ethical issues
of emerging ICTs. The paper goes beyond the description of technical innovation and its ethical
consequences. The recognition of the ethical relevance of research and innovation has spawned a
discourse around responsible research and innovation. The paper draws on this discourse, which
aims at anticipatory technology governance to ensure the social acceptability and desirability of
technologies. The prototype vignette of the paper explores how responsible research and
innovation could be realised in practice and how it could be used to address ethical issues such as
those of affective care robots. The paper reflects the likely controversies that responsible research
and innovation is likely to create and it uses the ethical dilemma of the care robot to draw the
reader's attention to possible theoretical and practical conclusions.
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ICT1. Introduction and theoretical context
The development of products and services normally has a
specific and clearly defined aim. At the same time it tends to lead
to unexpected consequences and can have predictable negative
consequences. This realisation is not new and has led to much
discussion on how and when such consequences can be
identified and addressed. A key contribution to this discussion
was made when Collingridge [1] pointed out that there is a
dilemmabecause at early development stages consequences are
difficult to predict whereas at later stages where consequences
become clearer the trajectory of the development becomes
more difficult to change.r B.V. Open access under CC BY This question of how we can identify possible problems
arising from scientific and technological research, develop-
ment or innovation has led to numerous answers. These
include professional bodies with specific regulations, codes
of ethics, technology assessment, and participative design
approaches to name just a few. Presently this debate focuses on
the concept of responsible research and innovation (RRI).While
RRI is not yet a clearly defined concept, the discourse sur-
rounding it renders it clear that there are some core drivers,
issues, and themes that fall under this idea [2–5]. The importance
of this debate around RRI for the present paper is that it contains
many ideas that are likely to influence the way in which we will
in the future evaluate scientific and technical research and
innovation. Understanding them is therefore an important part
of future casting, of creating a language and a shared under-
standing of possible futures in order to engage in a discourse
about which future we want, which is, according to Johnson [6],
the purpose of prototyping.
This paper starts from this idea and develops a radio play
that focuses on the way in which concepts of responsibilitylicense. 
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by telling a story of robot development in the medium term
future, maybe around the year 2030. The setting of the story is
the development of a novel type of care robot which has
emotional capabilities. This technical innovation is the main
theme of the story. The second focus of the narrative, however,
is the processes of RRI that are interwoven in the storyline.
Both the technical description and the RRI aspects arise from
a recent European foresight study that looked at “Ethical Issues
of Emerging ICT Applications” (ETICA, www.etica-project.eu).
This project identified a number of emerging information and
communication technologies (ICTs) as well as ethical issues
these are likely to raise. On the basis of this identification and a
subsequent expert-based evaluation exercise, ETICA developed
a set of recommendations for policymakers and ICT researchers
and developers [7,8]. Here, we build on these in two ways. On
the one hand this research informs the description of the novel
type of care robot (MARTA)which is endowedwithmanyof the
technologies that are currently being researched. On the other
hand the radio play assumes that the recommendations of the
ETICA project have been implemented and that this structures
the way in which researchers engage with innovation. The
purpose of the short story is to envisage how RRI could play out
in the future. This is a key question for the special issue because
this science fiction (SF) prototype will “let us imagine the
future, […] think through the ethical implications of technol-
ogies, play with possible benefits, explore possible tragedies
and ultimately engage in a deeper conversation about science,
technology and our future”[6].
2. Background to the radio play vignette
The background section covers two main sub-sections:
first, it discusses the current research on ethical issues of
emerging information and communication technologies as
explored during the ETICA project. It then moves on to a
discussion of the current discourse around RRI. Both of these
are key to the following vignette that reflects aspects of the
RRI review of the new care robot that displays many of the
technical capabilities explored during the ETICA project.
2.1. Ethics of emerging ICTs: the ETICA project
The ETICA project (Ethical Issues of Emerging ICT Applica-
tions, www.etica-project.eu) was a research project funded
under the EU's 7th Framework Programme. It ran from 2009 to
2011. Its aim was to identify emerging information and
communication technologies (ICTs), the ethical issues these
are likely to raise, evaluate those and develop governance
recommendations to help address these. Theproject canbest be
understood as a foresight project [9,10] that aimed to explore
possible futures to allow the development of appropriate policy.
As a result of the identification phase, ETICA developed detailed
descriptions of 11 emerging ICTs (see deliverable 1.2 “emerging
technologies” on the project website for detail and see [8] for
details onmethodology). By an emerging ICT the project meant
a socio-technical system that had the potential to substantially
affect the way in which humans live their lives.
The one technology that is most prominently used in the
technology prototype developed below is that of affective
computing, sometimes also called emotional computing[11–13]. There are three main aspects of affective computing.
One is the recognition of human emotions, the second is the
expression of emotions in ways humans can understand and the
third is themodelling of emotions. Current technology hasmade
considerable progress in the first two areas. The vignette in this
paper revolves around the third one, where the scientists
develop an “empathy machine”, which contains a model of
empathy and which also causes the main problems of the new
robots. In addition to affective computing, the vignette implicitly
includes several other emerging technologies, notably robotics,
artificial intelligence and ambient intelligence. It would be easy
to develop the story so as to include further technologies but for
the sake of simplicity we have refrained from doing so.
During the ETICA project, each of the technologies we
identifiedwas investigated to find outwhether there are specific
ethical questions that are likely to arise from the technology and
that the current literature on ethics and ICT has discussed. For
affective computing the issues that were identified were
conceptual questions, for example what counts as an emotion,
questions of measurement and error, problems arising from
persuasion and coercion, the appearance of computers as
humans (anthropomorphism), questions of privacy, cultural
differences with regard to emotions, questions of informed
consent and responsibilities arising from affective computing.
Many of these play a role in the vignette. (For a detailed
discussion of the ethics of affective computing as well as the
ethical aspects of the other emerging ICTs as identified by the
ETICA project, please see deliverable 2.2, the Normative Issues
Report, which can be downloaded from the ETICA website.)
In addition to the specific ethical issues associated with the
individual technologies, the ETICA project furthermore explored
shared or overlapping ethical issues that are related to several of
these technologies. One can distinguish between those ethical
issues that are well discussed and those that are less obvious [7].
Obvious issues are those that are already regulated by legal or
other means such, most notably privacy and questions of
intellectual property. Less widely explored issues include
questions of individual and collective identity and changing
patterns of social interaction and culture due to novel ICTs.
The ethical issue directly related to the “empathy engine”
described in the vignette is relatively straightforward. It relates
to the question what counts as empathy and an apparently
simplistic implementation of the engine. This ethical issue is
embedded and surrounded by other social and ethical issues,
ranging from competing responsibilities (the role responsibility
of the scientist vs. his responsibility towards his family) to
questions of life anddeath andassisted suicide. The ethical issue
at the heart of the vignette is thus not a general and easily
identifiable one but highly context dependent.
This leads us to the final part of the ETICA project, namely
the question of how ethical issues can be addressed proactively.
The project issued a set of recommendations to policy makers
and to ICT researchers. It was recommended to policymakers to
institute an ethics impact assessment across ICT research, to
develop an observatory for ethics and ICT and to establish a
forum for stakeholder involvement. Researchers and research
institutions were asked to embrace ethics as a positive factor
and to implement processes that would allow them reflexivity
in projects. These recommendations can be seen as an attempt
to contribute to responsible research and innovation in ICT,
which is a broader discourse worth discussing in more detail.
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Discussions of the ethical and social consequences of
research and innovation are nothing new. In fact, there is an
intrinsic link between ethics and science that can be traced back
at least to the Ancient Greek philosophers for whom the
increase of knowledge was a morally good thing. This positive
view of knowledge was transferred from pure disinterested
science to more applied research and technology development.
It was a characteristic of enlightenment to trust in the faculties
of reason to create a better world. Francis Bacon, Thomas More
and Adam Smith are just some of the household names in
whose writings the positive view of knowledge and research
can be found.
However, it has also been known for a long time that
research and innovation can have negative consequences.
Luddites' and Marx's analyses of early industrialism bear
testimony to this. During the 20th century two world wars
and a string of catastrophes from Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl to Bhopal and Fukushima showed the potential
downsides of research and innovation. Many of the most
contested debates in the 20th and 21st centuries relate to
the downsides of research and innovation. Notable examples
can be found in nuclear technology, genetically modified
organisms, or nanotechnology. Currently we can follow such
debates in areas such as synthetic biology or geo-engineering.
The concept of responsible research and innovation appears
to be an umbrella used to capture all aspects of the discourse
concerning the question what can be done in order to ensure
that science, research, technology and innovation have positive,
socially acceptable and desirable outcomes.
The currently probably most widely used definition of RRI
comes from Rene von Schomberg, a Policy Officer working for
the European Commission. He states that RRI is a “transparent,
interactive process by which societal actors and innovators
become mutually responsive to each other with a view to the
(ethical) acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of
the innovation process and its marketable products” [3]. For
Sutcliffe [14] “RRI is about trying to get better at anticipating
problems, taking into account wider social, ethical and
environmental issues and being able to create flexible and
adaptive systems to deal with these unintended consequences.
This is sometimes called ‘Anticipatory Governance’.”
Both definitions hint at the shared idea that modern
societies have to contend with broad problems, sometimes
called grand challenges, and these need a concerted approach
to research and innovation [15]. At the same time the
fundamental uncertainty of the future precludes a simple and
straightforward planning approach [16]. The global nature of
research and innovation and the fragmentation of social
authority and morality render it impossible to find top–down
solutions to these grand and global challenges [17].
2.3. Why we need a discourse on responsible research and
innovation
In this environment RRI asks which responsibilities exist
and how they can be aligned to ensure desirable outcomes.
The answers to this question are currently far from settled.
However, there are a number of possible contributions to RRI
that are currently being debated and that have the potentialto contribute to its eventual shape. It is important to note that
RRI is generally recognised to pay attention to both the process
and the product of research and innovation. While attention to
research process is well established, for example in regulations
of research integrity and research ethics, the product dimension
raises significant issues due to uncertainty and inability to
predict the eventual shape and use of technologies.
In order to understand the “responsibility review” which is
meant to represent the practical shape of RRI in the future, it is
important to know what is currently being debated as
constituents of RRI.We therefore briefly list themost important
aspects. The way in which these different aspects are related
and how an overarching concept of RRI might contribute to
supporting them is a question that is beyond the remits of this
paper and that is currently only just beginning [18].
Onewayof listing andappreciating the components of RRI is
to look at different types of stakeholderswhomight be involved
in it. One can start with the political level of nation states
or international actors who set the context and the legal
framework. One important task of the high political level is to
define the normative basis and principles according to which
RRI should work. Examples of this might be the European
Convention of Human Rights or the UN Human Rights. These
define general principles of acceptability that can then be
implemented for specific areas such as the UN Global Compact
that aims at instituting corporate social responsibility [19] or
the UNESCO code of ethics for the information society [20]. The
political level can furthermore legislate for certain purposes, i.e.
regulate particular technologies or processes that would be
conducive to RRI. The political level can furthermore create
institutions that play particular roles in the RRI environment,
such as national technology assessment bodies. The general
political framework has to be filled with life by a number of
different players. These can be organisations such as businesses
and universities. The current debate on RRI focuses on publicly
funded research, probably because it is easier to regulate than
privately funded research. In the case of publicly funded
research an important stakeholder will be funding organisa-
tions which shape funding programmes and the rules under
which research is to be conducted. At this level one might find
public engagement exercises for particular types of research as
well as external scrutiny of individual research projects through
mechanisms such as advisory boards, ethics committees or
independent watchdog organisations. Funders can also require
particular activities, such as risk management which have been
suggested as one way of ensuring RRI [4,21]. The programme
level activities steer to a large degree what happens in
individual research projects. Projects might be required to
undertake impact assessments, including an ethics impact
assessment, as suggested earlier. Theymay be asked to institute
reflexivity, for example through advisory boards or the em-
bedding of observers into research processes [22]. Projects can
furthermore decide to choose particularmethodologies that are
conducive to the aims of RRI such as value-sensitive design
[23,24]. Finally, there is the level of the individual scientist,
researcher or innovator, who may be required to act in
particular ways, to demonstrate integrity, undergo a particular
education, and take a pledge or other activities.
This attempt to categorise RRI activities by stakeholders is
incomplete and may be contentious because some of the
activities just outlined may also be located with different
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technology foresight, which could be undertaken by several
stakeholders at the same time. Again, this is a discussion
beyond the scope of the paper. For the present purposes it is
only important to understand that there is a range of activities
that fall under theheading of RRI and that RRI has the important
role to coordinate and orchestrate these different activities. RRI
can thus be seen as a meta-responsibility, a responsibility that
aims to facilitate and align different types of already established
or novel types of responsibilities.
The purpose of the introduction of RRI in this paper was to
show to the reader that there is an established discourse that
aims to find ways of identifying emerging problems early and
provide solutions to the type of ethical issues thatwere outlined
in the previous section. Further, a discussion on innovation
becomes imperative as we transcend SF to possible realities as
the case might be with technologies that can model human
behaviour like affective technologies. This is because such a
discourse will allow us a deeper understanding of how such
innovative products might affect society as a whole both in a
positive and negative way. In particular, a discussion about
innovation casts light not only on the product under innovation
but also on the innovator and the steps, if any, that the innovator
is willing to take and/or takes to ensure that their product is a
socially responsible product that is intended for the greater
good of society although unintended or unplanned conse-
quencesmight arise in the process of innovation. This debate on
how RRI is to be put into practice is only just beginning. At the
same time, it is currently being pushed strongly by the European
Union which sees RRI as a cross-cutting theme of its new
funding programme, the Horizon 2020 programme which will
start in 2014. This imminent growth of political relevancemakes
it all the more important that scholars start to think about what
RRI could look like in practice. The following vignette attempts
to draw a picture of different aspects of RRI with regard to a
novel technology.
3. Vignette: the empathic care robot
3.1. Cast of the radio play
CHRIS Manning, an engineer at Cambridge Instrumentation,
lead developer on the robot project
JULIA, his wife
MARY, his mother
MARTA, his mother's carer
IVAN Krough, Chris's colleague
GIANNA, assistant at Cambridge Instrumentation Professor
John ADAMS, lead academic RRI inspector
Professor Anne ARHIEN, assistant academic RRI inspector
Dr Eric STADLER, European Directorate RRI inspector
RADIO ANNOUNCER, Radio 4
3.2. Breakfast table at Chris's home
JULIA: Coffee?
CHRIS: Yes, breakfast ready?
JULIA: Yes, Is Adam up?
CHRIS: I don't know.
JULIA: Could you go and see?
CHRIS: He can get himself up.JULIA: He'll be late for school … Adam!
CHRIS: I've got an early start. The RRI inspectors are coming
today.
JULIA: Adam's got a controlled assessment.
CHRIS: Very similar to an RRI inspection.
JULIA: Will you see your mother today?
CHRIS: I won't finish in time.
JULIA: You really should make time.
CHRIS: She's OK, she's got Marta.
JULIA: But Marta isn't you.
CHRIS: Marta talks to her.
JULIA: I am worried — your mother needs to talk to you as
well as Marta.
CHRIS: Why? What's worrying her?
JULIA: She wouldn't say.
CHRIS: (Looks at his watch and stands up)… Ok, I've gotta
go, see you later. (Kisses her goodbye)3.3. In the car
RADIO ANNOUNCER: the time's just coming up to 8.34. Is
science fiction about to become science fact? Scientists at
Cambridge University have announced the development of
robots which can not only do the household chores, but can also
give you a hug and understand how you feel. Dr Ivan Krough is
one of the developers of an empathy engine. Dr Krough,
welcome to the programme. Can a robot really feel emotions?
IVAN: Yes it can. Empathy is a fundamental human emotion.
We feel for others and intuitively understand how they feel.
We've beenworkingwith Professor Simon Baren-Cohen here at
Cambridge to understand the mechanism of empathy and
reproduce it on a computer chip.
RADIO ANNOUNCER: What will be the practical value?
IVAN: Most of our robots are working with the elderly,
providing support and care within the home, frommaking beds
to making cups of tea. The application of the empathy machine
will mean that they can detect changes in the patient's mood,
perhaps identify early signs of depression or anxiety and alert
human carers. This could allow for a more effective deployment
of health care services, as occasional carers currently do not
always identify changes in patients' emotional or mental states.
RADIO ANNOUNCER: But don't you think this is scary? A
robot that can recognise your moods and emotions and that
can feel empathy for you? Is this not some sort of big brother
scenario? Do people really want this?
IVAN: No, there are no risks associated with this. First, our
robots don't look like humans, so there is no chance you will
be misled. We learned that many years ago that people don't
like robots that are too similar to humans. Also, as you know,
there are a number of processes that we need to go before we
are allowed to market our robots. We have to imagine what
can go wrong. We have to do a number of focus groups of all
types of users. We also have to test our robots in life
environments. We have to forecast the social changes caused
by them. Only then will we pass responsibility review.
RADIO ANNOUNCER: And you have passed all this?
IVAN: No, not yet, but hopefully we will have by the end of
today. We have the final meeting of the responsibility review
where all problems will be looked at and we will agree on final
changes before we can go to market.
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of luck with your review. Next the weather, with our own
empathy engine, Clare.
3.4. Chris's mother's home
MARY: Good morning, Marta.
MARTA: Good morning Mary. Shall I pull the curtains?
MARY: Yes please.
MARTA: And would you like a cup of tea?
MARY: That would be nice.
MARTA: There's no hurry to get up.
MARY: No, I don't want to remain in bed. I'm stiff enough
as it is. Some mornings my legs will hardly move. I'll get up
when I've had the cup of tea.
MARTA: That's fine. I'll get your breakfast.
MARY: Have there been any messages for me?
MARTA: I don't think so.
MARY: Only I was expecting Chris to call.
MARTA: Are you worried?
MARY: No, not really. Only he does usually call on a
Tuesday.
3.5. Car draws up into car park of Cambridge Instrumentation.
Chris heads to main entrance of company
GIANNA: Good morning Dr Manning.
CHRIS: Morning, Gianna. How you are you?
GIANNA: I feel really good. It's nice weather.
CHRIS: Indeed it is!
3.6. Research ofﬁce
IVAN: Chris. How are you? Did you see me on TV?
CHRIS: I heard you on Radio 4. Seemed fine. Has the reporter
gone?
IVAN: Yes, he left twenty minutes ago. His cameraman's
packing up.
CHRIS: Right we'd better get down to our preparation
meeting. The inspectors arrive at 11.
IVAN: I've arranged catering.
CHRIS: Where?
IVAN: In the atrium. A buffet meal. There's isn't time to go
anywhere else. We can go out to celebrate afterwards.
CHRIS: I hope so.
IVAN: You sound unsure.
CHRIS: (laughs) Leave the empathy to the empathy engine,
Ivan.
3.7. Mary's home
MARTA: How was breakfast?
MARY: Fine thank you.
MARTA: I'll clear up now.
MARY: No, that's alright. I need to do something. I don't
want to vegetate. I can still stand at the sink.
MARTA: I understand, you don't want to feel useless. Be
careful though, you don't want to make things worse.
MARY: You're right, I suppose. Has the post come yet?
MARTA: No, shall I bring it to you when it arrives?MARY: Yes please, I'm expecting something from the
hospital. (fading out) You are ever so good to me, Marta.
3.8. The research ofﬁce
CHRIS: Right, let's get down to business. This is the
preparatory meeting before the inspectors arrive. So let's start
with reminding ourselves what it's about and what we want to
achieve. Gianna, take us through the principles.
GIANNA: Responsible research and innovation, RRI in short,
is about achieving ethically acceptable, societally desirable and
sustainable outcomes in the development and deployment of
new technology. It is also about being transparent, open and
inclusive of society at large. Marketable products need to be
socially desirable and have ethically acceptable outcomes.
IVAN: That's what we're about, Robots that people will
want to use, that will increase quality of life, particularly for
the aged. The inspectors should be told that.
CHRIS: Let Gianna finish.
GIANNA: So responsible research and innovation involves
a process by which society engages with understanding the
possible outcomes of future technology, through the impact
process and public engagement. The RRI process requires the
assessment and prioritising of social, ethical and environ-
mental issues. The first step is the impact assessment.
IVAN: Which we wrote months ago and got no response
from the inspectors.
CHRIS: They don't have to respond until the formal
assessment meeting, that's what the rules say.
IVAN: The impact assessment was a work of total fiction
worthy of Philip K. Dick. How the hell can we know what
future technology will do in society?
CHRIS: We have to test the empathy engine properly.
IVAN: We did that. A billion lines of code, millions of
network connections tested and validated on Harwell's
supercomputer. About as error-free as you can get. And
then our formal testing is reduced to some wishy-washy
stories in an impact assessment. It's a bloody farce.
CHRIS: Farce or not, if we don't pass we can't take the
robot to market. Cambridge Instruments would go bankrupt
and – more to the point – thousands of elderly people will
not benefit from our work. Continue Gianna.
GIANNA: Following the impact assessment, focus groups
are held across Europe to probe public perception and raise
issues of acceptability and use.
IVAN: Focus groups run by marketers. The ignorant
sharing their ignorance and returning a load of absolute
nonsense.
CHRIS: But this is all part of public engagement. It's all part of
being open and inclusive of the public in our work and about
understanding how the public will receive the technology, if
they will that is, otherwise we miss part of what RRI is all
about…Gianna.
GIANNA: The RRI assessors then expose prototypes to
selected environments to examine societal effect.
IVAN: And that takes the biscuit. Three of our best robots
requisitioned and sent God knows where without our
authorisation to do God knows what. It's about power and
control.
CHRIS: I hear what you're saying Ivan. But it's about dealing
with uncertainties. We just don't know how humans –
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technology. You know formal testing isn't enough. You don't
know how your granny, your disabled aunt, the autistic kid
will respond to our robots.
IVAN: But that's what the empathy engine's about. Now
we will know because our robots will tell us.
CHRIS: Listen to yourself Ivan. You are being one sided. You
just want to ‘listen’ to what the robots will tell you, what about
listening to humans, to society at large, for whom the robots are
intended to be of service? Isn't that the whole point, ethically
serving the community and not the other way round?
GIANNA: I sense that you're annoyed, Ivan.
IVAN: You've got that right.
GIANNA: The point of RRI is to make sure our robots do
get used for social benefit.
CHRIS: Gianna's right. Without RRI we might lose out on a
technological opportunity. It's no good creating the technol-
ogy if society rejects it and people don't use it.
IVAN: But the benefits of the empathy engine are obvious.
CHRIS: To you, maybe. But we don't know what
disasters may be waiting out there. And so often there
are unforeseen consequences. It's very difficult to antici-
pate negative consequences especially when you are in
the thick of it. And that's why we should welcome the
inspectors.
3.9. Mary's home
MARTA: Here's the post, Mary.
MARY: Thank you.
MARTA: There's a letter from the hospital.
MARY: Yes. (SHE OPENS THE LETTER). Just as I thought.
MARTA: Bad news?
MARY: Yes, very bad.
MARTA: Do you want me to hold your hand?
MARY: Yes, please, Marta.
MARTA: Can I help in any way?
MARY: (hesitating) yes, can you please put some music
on? I think Brahms' requiemwould be good. I need to think…
MARTA: I will put it on immediately.
(Brahms' requiem starts to play silently in the background)
3.10. Research lab
CHRIS: Professor Adams welcome to Cambridge
Instrumentation.
ADAMS: Thank you. This is Dr Stadler from the European
Directorate, Mr Blake from the European Age Consortium and
Professor Arhien from the Technical University Copenhagen,
CHRIS: Good to meet you. Were your journey and accom-
modation OK?
ADAMS: Yes fine, Cambridge is a pleasant city.
CHRIS: Coffee is served in the atrium and then we can
start. How would you like to proceed?
ADAMS: Thank you. Professor Arhien would like to review
the impact assessment and we'll take it from there.3.11. Mary's home
MARY: I don't know what to do, Marta.MARTA: What did the hospital say was wrong?
MARY: Motor neurone disease. Incurable. I've got two or
three years with a rapid deterioration. I knew something was
wrong, when I fell over unexpectedly. My legs twitched, and
now my arm won't move properly.
MARTA: What will happen?
MARY: I will end up a vegetable. Thinking but unable to
move, totally dependent and gradually all my muscles will
stop working until I will suffocate because my chest muscles
won't work properly.
MARTA: I will help you Mary.
MARY: That's very kind, but it won't be enough. I'll be a
terrible burden on Chris and the family: the care will cost so
much. And it'll be a shock for Adam to watch his grandmother
degenerate. Still I must tell them. I'll ring Julia. Chris must be at
work.
MARTA: I'll get your mobile.3.12. Research seminar room
CHRIS: I'd just like to thank Professor Adams and his team
for the effort they've put into this RRI inspection, and we look
forward to hearing what they've got to say.
ADAMS: Thank you Dr Manning. The evaluation of the
impact statement was done by Professor Arhein, so I'd like to
hand over to her.
ARHIEN: Firstly, can I congratulate DrManning and his team
on the thoroughness of the statement. The risk assessment
covers a wide variety of stakeholders and scenarios and gave
important insights into how the team imagine the empathy
engine will work in practice. There are some good ideas, par-
ticularly addressing the business uses of the empathy engine in
customer relationship management. But the team was particu-
larly concerned with the practice of integrating the empathy
engine in domestic robots.
CHRIS: We see that as its prime application and this is
where we're concentrating development.
ADAMS: You see, Dr Manning, it's in the domestic context
that the uncertainty increases exponentially. You're taking
the technology outside the controlled conditions of a call
centre or a business process. And you're allowing physical
actions to occur in response to the understanding achieved
by the empathy engine. Dr Stadler…
STADLER: We thought your use cases of domestic interac-
tionswere really quite limited. Askingwhether the patient is hot
or cold and taking action to adjust the environment; looking for
signs of anger in the face and voice and suggesting the patient
take deep breaths.
ARHIEN: The stories seem very rule-based.
STADLER: Even blinkered.
CHRIS: Do you need new use cases, then? We could write
some more.
STADLER: As it turns out no. Our worries from the limited
understanding coming out of the focus groups, who I must
admit came upwith similar examples to your impact statement,
led us to think we needed a field investigation.
ADAMS: That's why we requested three robots which we
arranged to be field tested.
CHRIS'S MOBILE RINGS.
CHRIS: Excuse me, my wife's ringing, it may be important.
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CHRIS: Julia? Why are you ringing? I'm in the middle of a
very important meeting.
JULIA: Sorry, Chris, I wouldn't ring if it wasn't urgent. I'm
worried about Mary.
CHRIS: Why? What's wrong?
JULIA: She rang just now. She was terribly upset. She's had
a letter from the hospital. She's got MND.
CHRIS: MND?
JULIA: Motor neurone disease. It's terminal. They say she's
got two or three years left at the most.
CHRIS: Oh dear. Adam will take it badly.
JULIA: It'll take time to sink in.
CHRIS: Yes, for all of us. I'll go and see her as soon as the
meeting's finished.
JULIA: But that's not all. When I assured her we'd be there
for her, she said something about arrangements.
CHRIS: Arrangements for what?
JULIA: I don't know. I'm worried, Chris.
CHRIS: I'll go and see her as soon as possible.
JULIA: Couldn't you go now?
CHRIS: I'm in the middle of the RRI meeting.
JULIA: Chris! Your mother has just been told that she is
dying. You have just been told that you will lose your mother
to a terrible disease. And all you can think about is one more
of these stupid and everlasting meetings? Get your priorities
right!
CHRIS: Julia, you are not helping. This is a very important
meeting. If we don't pass the RRI review, then we will not be
able to bring our newproduct to themarket. Thatwillmean that
I will have a lot of time to look aftermother during her last days,
but I will have very littlemoney to support her, because I will be
unemployed. I understand that this is serious. And I will have to
come to gripswith it. But at themoment I can't change anything.
Besides, mother has got Marta to look after her. She seems
to have really gotten attached to Marta and I hope Marta has
the necessary empathy to deal with the situation.
JULIA: I don't think Marta will be much help. But listening
to you, she may still be more help than you!3.14. Research ofﬁce
CHRIS: Sorry, bad family news (BEAT), Now where were
we?
STADLER: I've made some general comments while you
were out. But the particulars are in the field tests. We sent
one robot to Slovenia.
IVAN: Why on earth Slovenia?
STADLER: We wanted to test the engine in a range of
cultures. The others went to Portugal and Denmark. The robots
were put in actual homes of volunteers and monitored via the
web by local university teams.
IVAN: Sounds like you went to a lot of effort.
STADLER: The results were not encouraging, in fact they
verged on disastrous.
CHRIS: How?
STADLER: In one case the granddaughter demanded to know
‘how the family catworked’. So the robot cut the cat open on the
spot and started explaining the different organs.ARHIEN: Beyond a shocked six-year old, and feline blood
and gut sprayed across the best carpet, damage was minimal.
However, it does not take too much imagination to think
about what would have happened if the girl had asked how
her little brother works, rather than how the cat works.
IVAN: That's unfair. You know exactly the safeguards we
have against harming persons, including babies and even
unborn humans.
STADLER: Maybe. But it does not stop there. The Portuguese
robot empathised with a patient's sexual frustration.
IVAN: So what? It contains the empathy machine, so
empathising with people's troubles is that it is meant to do.
STADLER: Well, it not only emphasised but it tried to
oblige…
ADAMS: The law on machine sexual assault is unclear, but
there could be criminal liability.
STADLER: The third robot, the one in Denmark was
probably the worst of the three.
IVAN: (whispering to Chris) Worse than animal vivisec-
tion and sexual assault? Oh my God, we have a problem…
ADAMS: The robot was placed in a privately run old people's
home. This home was chosen because it was typical for the
Danish provision of services to old people. It also was an early
adopter of your previous range of care robots for the elderly and
it had long-standing experience with using robot support for
elderly care.
IVAN: Oh, I think I know the place you are talking about. I
was one of the team of junior support scientists who looked
after the introduction of these robots in Scandinavia about
10 years ago. And there was this place in Denmark where
they had a lot of problem retaining good staff because the
physical strain of looking after old people became too much
to them. They were absolutely delighted to get the support
robots who took care of most of the hard physical work, from
lifting and turning patients to washing them and serving food
and administering medicine. I would assume they would love
the new emotion robot.
ADAMS: It may well be the same place. However, what
happened is that the robot gave a patient psychopharmaca
without prescription. There is strong evidence to suggest that
the robot also tried to hypnotise the patient and change some
of his deep-seated beliefs.
CHRIS: (Mind playing back conversation with wife…
[“Arrangements”… “Arrangements”].) Dear God, whatever
would that mean. (Panicking)…
CHRIS: (Sweating slighting and wiping his brow) … What
the…. Why would the robot do this? This would be totally
against the principles of the empathymachine. I don't believe it.
You need to explain.
ADAMS: It is difficult to say what really happened as some
of the logs were deleted. I suspect that the robot did this on
purpose. But I cannot prove that. I can tell you what our team
of investigators thinks what happened, even though we
cannot provide proof that would stand up in a court of law.
CHRIS: Yes, please go ahead.
ADAMS: The entire event seems to be linked to religion.
CHRIS: Sorry to interrupt, but we have explicitly included
a large range of use cases related to religious convictions in
our systems design. Our robots are very intentionally neutral
when it comes to religion and support any belief, or none,
whatever the users prefer.
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the problem. You may know that Denmark, like most of
Scandinavia, does not have a strong public religion. In fact, one
could say that parts of Danish society are outright hostile to
religion. This is a feeling that took hold during the religious strife
following religious extremist terror attacks in the early 2000s
and has not gone away. The particular setting in question
appears to have been an old people's home where mostly
members of the urban intelligentsia went and there was a
consensus among the population of the old people's home that
religion is a bad thing and should be contained.
IVAN: So, what does this have to do with our robot?
ADAMS: Please be patient. I am coming to this. About a
month after we started the tests on your robot, the place
accepted a new applicant, an outspoken Quatricist.
IVAN: A what?
ADAMS: A Quatricist. Quatricism is a religion that started
about 15 years ago and that revolves around the holy number
four. I am no expert in theology, but my understanding is that
this is a mix and match of other religions and, interestingly, all
other religions seem to hate Quatricism. Christians andMuslims
think it is heretic because it includes aspects of both of them
without following their beliefs. Religious sceptics tend to hate it
because Quatricists are very open about their beliefs and
perform many of their rituals in public.
Anyway, this Quatricist joined the Danish old people's home
and, not surprisingly, this created a lot of friction.We thinkwhat
happened was that the robot reacted to the overwhelmingly
hostile emotions towards the Quatricist and then decided that it
was in everybody's interest if he changed his beliefs. He at first
tried to persuade the person in question. When that did not
work, the robot started using drugs that are known to affect
belief system and even attempted hypnosis.
IVAN (trying to suppress a chuckle): Can't say I blame
him.
STADLER: Dr. Krough, you may find this amusing, but I can
assure you that from a European legal and from the RRI
perspective this is anything but amusing. This behaviour
constitutes an infringement of the human right of freedom of
belief. It is likely to be of criminal relevance because the robot
assumed a physician's right to prescribe serious medication.
Clearly the empathy engine you developed is powerful enough
to override many of the safeguards that are also included in the
robot. The interplay between the different algorithms in the
robot is too complex for us to comprehensively trace. However,
we have come to the conclusion that this product is not safe.
IVAN (more sober): Sorry, I was not trying to belittle the
problem.
STADLER: I don't know how far you follow the debate of
the legal implementation of RRI. However, I assume that you
are aware of the new liability rules, which create personal
liability for people at the top of the hierarch.
I understand that your company is a start-up wholly owned
by theUniversity of Cambridge. If these three robots had been in
the commercial phase and had behaved as they did, then it is
quite likely that the Vice Chancellor of the University would
have had to defend himself in front of a criminal court. I am
quite certain that she would not react kindly to this.
As part of our procedures we had to inform not only your
board of directors but also the executive of the University as
the responsible legal entity.CHRIS: (under his breath) Damn…3.15. Mary's home
MARY: Have you brought the pills and water, Marta.
MARTA: Yes.
MARY: How did you get the pills? They are not supposed
to be available to the normal consumer.
MARTA: But I am not a normal consumer. The pharmacist
did not even ask what I need them for. She knows I have
permission to handle most non-lethal drugs.
MARY TAKES THE PILLS AND DRINKS.
MARY: This will make me very sleepy, I won't feel anything.
Have you brought the knife?
MARTA: I've sharpened it.
MARY: That was helpful. This is all for the best. Adam will
benefit. They can sell the house to get him to college. And I
won't be a burden to Chris.
MARTA: But won't they feel terribly upset? Should you
not call them before you do this?
MARY: But I did call them. Chris did not even bother to
call back. Clearly there are more important things in their
lives than me. I am just in the way.
MARTA: Still, this is a drastic step. I would feel better if we
could at least postpone it. You know, it is not only you who is
affected here.
MARY: Marta, do you know Heidegger?
MARTA: No.
MARY: He was a philosopher. I had to read him when I was
in college. Did not much like him then, but now he makes
perfect sense to me. He said that life is being-towards-death.
That means that all life always unfolds before the horizon of its
end.
MARTA: Ok.
MARY: Heidegger also said that death is always mine.
That means that my death is just mine and I will have to die
alone. Every human being dies alone. Inevitably. Does this
make any sense to you?
MARTA: No, not really. But it seems to soothe you.
MARY: Yes, it does. It shows me that what we are doing
now is not abnormal. I have spent a lot of time thinking about
death. I am now 77 years old. I have been a widow for
12 years. I have long known this was coming. I am tired of
life. I want to move on.
MARTA: Will you feel better, Mary?
MARY: Yes. There will be no more worry. No more
pain.
MARTA: I see you're worried. I wouldn't like to worry. It
will be good to get rid of the worry.
MARY: Just position the bucket, Marta. I already feel
drowsy. Now position the knife.
MARTA: Here.
MARY: That's right. And draw it across. Ever so carefully.
MARTA: It's dripping. Are you in pain?
MARY: No… Keep going… A little more, a little more. That's
right. You're so helpful, Marta. (coughs, strained but sleepy)
Thank you.
MARTA: I am here. I will look after you. All will be well.
(Brahms' requiem drowns out the sound of liquid being
poured rhythmically into a bucket)
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STADLER: So I'm afraid you've designed a very dangerous
machine, Dr Manning.
CHRIS: None of this showed up in the tests.
ADAMS: Nor in the focus groups. Although once you see it
happen it seems obvious and inevitable.
STADLER: You've designed a sympathy machine, Dr
Manning, not an empathy engine. A three-year-old, who
knows mummy is hurt and will do anything to make mummy
feel better. An emotional infant, without genuine wisdom or
judgement, more dangerous than a mindless machine.
ADAMS: So that's why we can't let the technology outside
these four walls.
STADLER:We're serving a containment orderwhich requires
that the technology be confined to a level 2 facility. I'm sorry to
disappoint you. Perhaps things can be thought through again to
deliver real social benefit.
ADAMS: Meanwhile the three robots will be returned to
you in high security transport. Are there any others?
CHRIS: There's two trundling round our premises here.
You've met Gianna.
STADLER: Gianna and the other robot will need to be
deactivated.
CHRIS: Oh my god… (BEAT) Marta!
ADAMS: Marta?
CHRIS: I placed one with my mother. Marta's out there
now.
ADAMS: Was that what the phone call was about?
CHRIS: (panicked) No, it's worse than that. God knows
what Marta might be doing right now. I'll go right now.
IVAN: I'll come with you.
CHRIS: Yes, and Dr Stadler, could you come as well? And
call the police — we might be too late.
3.17. Mary's house
CHRIS: (Running through the house to his mother's room
while shouting) …Mother… Mother… Mum!… Marta!
CHRIS: Dear God, what have you done!
MARTA: It's for the best Chris. She was very happy when
she went. Happier than at any other time since I came to stay
with her.
CHRIS: Noooooo!
MARTA: Chris, I expected that you might be very upset
about this, but on the balance of all happiness, this is the
verifiably best course of action.
(Brahms' requiem still playing in the background)
4. Conclusion
Since Isaac Asimov presented his three rules for robots in a
1942 story, Runaround, science fiction has been connected with
the development of robotics. Science fiction prototyping offers a
refinement of science fiction story writing aimed at the specific
goal of exploring issues associated with a present or developing
technology. As Johnson [26] points out, Asimov's advancewas in
linking fictional narrative with real technological artefacts such
that the characteristics of the artefact are considered and help
drive the story. Asimov and subsequent writers moved science
fiction away from fantasy worlds to worlds where thetechnology was either present or feasible. Authors such as
Arthur C. Clarke used fictional narrative to develop concrete
scientific ideas. It is in connecting concrete, tangible technology
with plausible human scenarios that science fiction prototyping
offers a useful tool in technological forecasting.
Technological forecasting requires the positing of scenarios
in which the technology is embedded and human interaction
occurs. For example, the Institute for the Future [27] describes
four food futures based on growth, constraint, collapse and
transformation. Each scenario describes the global situation for
food supply in 2021. It describes the food situation as far as
consumers are concerned, the technology involved, the social
and health consequences and the market and economic con-
sequences. However, these scenarios have shortcomings in
that they are only described at a high level and do not address
the lived-in daily experience of human interaction with
technology. It is possible to describe environments, trends,
and the spread of technology in a scenario without considering
the human understanding of technology derived from living
with it.
Science fiction prototyping engages with the conflicts,
emotions and cultural change that a new technology brings. It
enables the technology developer to explore the social, ethical
and cultural implications of a developing technology in a
manner that case study scenarios cannot. This is important
because the cultural insightsmay be critical to the development
and acceptance of the technology.
Technology forecasting cannot be merely economic and
global, it must also be ethical and personal. It is likely that new
technology will give rise to conflict and change as it impacts on
people's attitudes and behaviour. Since conflict and its resolution
are at the heart of fictional narratives, science fiction prototyping
enables us to explore those moments of truth when the
technology and the individualmeet and expectations are fulfilled
or dashed. The conflict can be put in a cultural context and the
implications for developing technology explored.
Furthermore, science fiction prototyping can address not
only the technology usage but also the processes behind it. Both
manufacturing and regulatory processes can be the subject of
fictional narratives where conflicts develop.
The story of the empathy robot examines not only the
technology in a cultural setting, but also the proposed regulatory
processes. We are led to ask the questions can a robot be
empathic?, Is it valid for a robot tomake ethical decisions?, How
might a regulatory process work? And what might be the
outcome of interaction between the work and domestic
situation concerning the development and use of a robot?
Methods and processes are important as designed artefacts
in their own right.
The setting of the near future application of a technology
within a narrativemay enable better connectionwith the issues
and concerns raised by the technology. The connection with
emotions and feeling is encouraged by the narrative rather than
inhibited whichmay be the case in a more objective case study
scenario. The adoption of technology and its responsible use
rely as much on cultural and emotional issues as onmarket and
economics. Hence science fiction prototyping as illustrated in
this paper provides a valuable tool for technology forecasting,
fleshing out what ifs, embedding context and emotional
response and providing a fitting room for the technology of
the future.
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nologies wewant andwhichworld wewant to live in. These are
andwill remain contested issues. The play's story aimed to show
how we can come to decisions and practical solutions in this
regard. The ethical issues of the empathymachine are somewhat
futuristic but quite realistic. At present there are no machines
that can model empathy across a wide range of applications.
Present research in affective computing renders it likely,
however, that such developments will at least be attempted.
The empathymachine and the ethical issues that arise from it
are in the foreground of the vignette. The story tries to increase
suspense by linking thiswith a number ofmoral issues thatmost
readers will be familiar with. We hope that we succeeded in
demonstrating that a technology that ICT researchers will
possibly work on during the next 10 to 15 years and which has
clear technical but also moral advantages can lead to disastrous
consequences.
The real interest of our prototype, however, is not so
much the technology but the background story of the
responsibility review. In telling the story we tried to present
a balanced view that takes into account the different
positions that are usually present when a new technology
is developed. The radio announcement and the interview
show the hype about the technology. The highly optimistic
position is represented by Ian who believes that the technology
is for the good and who is annoyed by any attempt to
second-guess his position. Chris, the lead engineer, is more
open to the idea of having to account for possible consequences
of the use of the technology he is developing. At the same time
he is in the difficult position to have to bring a product to
market and therefore has to play the game and try to ensure it
has a positive outcome for him.
We have tried to represent the current debate on RRI in
the responsibility review. It contains numerous features
of RRI as outlined above. There is a broader engagement
aspect, a technology foresight aspect, but there is also a
bureaucratic review, which in the current discussion is not
foreseen. We chose to use this type of process because it is a
continuation of current research ethics review processes
that are likely to be continued under any RRI regime. In
addition, we chose a European control regime, because RRI
is currently strongly pushed by the EU and we believe that it
is plausible that European institutions will play a core role in
future RRI practice. Research and development activities
furthermore transcend national boundaries and any RRI
regime will need to have international components if it is to
be successful.
In describing RRI in the vignette, we aimed to strike a
balance concerning the likelihood of success of RRI. There are
good reasons to doubt the possibility of prospectively regulat-
ing technology. At the same time, the social consequences of
research and innovation force us to think about ways of dealing
with emerging technologies. The responsibility review in the
vignette is in equal parts: it is successful in that it discovers the
problems of the technology, yet despite this successful dis-
covery, it cannot prevent the disastrous outcome.
We believe that this is an appropriate description of RRI
because, no matter how RRI will be institutionalised, it will
not be a panacea to avoid all future problems of technology.
Despite not being a panacea we believe that it is important to
continue to think about how societies can deal with theirtechnologies and how something like a responsibility review
or other ways of implementing RRI could be promoted.
4.1. Prototyping, innovation and futures research
This special issue aims to highlight challenges of the
prototyping method and its fit with innovation and forecasting
techniques. Our narrative is particularly well placed to offer
such a reflection on the prototyping method because some of
the underlying research can be described as a technology
foresight project. The idea of the empathetic care robot and the
resulting ethical issues are derived from the ETICA project, as
outlined above. Elsewhere we have characterised ETICA as a
foresight project [7]. ETICA has been well received by the
community of scholars interested in ethics and ICT. It has been
described as the probably most comprehensive attempt so far
to assess and evaluate emerging ICTs and their ethical issues
[25]. Despite the academic and policy relevance of ETICA, which
resulted, among others, in a European Policy Brief on the ethics
of emerging ICTs co-authored with the European Parliament's
Science and Technology Options Assessment Panel (STOA), the
researchers involved felt that conveying the message of ETICA
to non-specialist audiences remains difficult.
Ethical questions are at the core of the human condition
and most people have strong moral convictions. Connecting
these moral convictions with academic knowledge of possi-
ble futures is an important condition of successful change.
There may be many ways of achieving this. One of these is to
represent the research in artistic or literary form which was
initially attempted [26]. Such literary representations may be
able to raise awareness which leads to a willingness to
change. It remains powerless, however, if practical change is
not promoted and implemented.
This is where the current paper and its attempt to
represent RRI as a science fiction prototype become relevant.
The prototype of RRI as outlined in the vignette draws on
current discourses, is clearly limited and unlikely to be
implemented as described here. However, by exploring it
through this literary form we hope to provide a basis for
practical discussions on what future RRI regimes should look
like which, in turn, can inform current debate and policy. In
this sense the prototype fulfils exactly the role that Cuhls [9]
assigns to technology foresight. Given these reflections on
the role and value of SF prototyping, we can now look at
the implications of the paper for theory and practice of
responsible research and innovation.
4.2. Implications for theory of RRI
The theory of RRI is currently not well developed. The
term itself is not well defined. It draws on a range of
discourses, not all of which will agree on core questions. We
believe that it would help to realise that RRI, while a novel
term in its own right, is not really a novel idea. Responsibil-
ities for and in research have long been discussed. RRI can
serve as a focal point for further discussions and it will be
best placed to do this if it realises prior work that exists. We
have suggested elsewhere [27] that RRI is best understood as
a meta-responsibility. This means that existing responsibili-
ties need to be recognised and aligned. RRI includes the
responsibility for ensuring that responsibility relationships
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bility of the scientist or researcher for the integrity of her or
his work, as well as the responsibility of the innovator for
potential users and the responsibility of the research
organisation towards the research sponsor.
In addition to acting as a meta-responsibility for existing
responsibilities RRI will most likely need to define new res-
ponsibilities that should be consistent with existing ones. The
key aspect here is the responsibility for trying to forecast future
consequences. This is something that is currently not done as a
matter of course to any significant degree. There are some
technologies that raise public suspicion (e.g. synthetic biology
or geo-engineering) where systematic foresight efforts are
undertaken. In addition there are some institutions such as
national technology assessment bodies that engage in this type
of activity. However, themajority of research and innovation is
undertaken without any attempt to come to methodologically
sound attempts to think through future consequences. A
comprehensive theory of RRI would have to consider how
this can be integrated with the other aspects of RRI and how
such theoretical ideas could be implemented in practice. Taking
all this into consideration, we are hopeful that the discussion
advanced on RRI in this paper can also be seen as an initial step
towards further advancement of the discourse around RRI.4.3. Implications for responsible practice
At present the discussion of RRI concentrates on a number
of existing processes and ideas that, taken together, are
meant to ensure the social desirability of the outcomes of
research and innovation. Initial attempts to implement RRI
tend to be ad hoc. Broader RRI frameworks will be developed
on both the European and on national levels.
One of the obstacles on the way towards a successful
practical framework of RRI is that most researchers and
scientists currently have no clear idea of what the process
might look like and how it might impact their daily practice.
This paper and the actual production of the radio play will
hopefully allow them to come to a better understanding of the
principles and their roles in it. A single radio playwill not make
a difference, but it needs to be seen in the broader context of
RRI, where for example in the UK the EPSRC-funded project on
a “Framework for Responsible Research and Innovation in ICT”
discusses many of the theoretical issues listed above and aims
to develop practical recommendations. Part of this is the
development of an Observatory for Responsible Research and
Innovation in ICT, which will contain case studies, examples of
solutions and technologies as well as other tools that scholars
can use to put RRI into practice.
As a science fiction prototype and an attempt to describe one
possible future, the paper can cover only a small aspect of the
infinity of future technologies, ethical issues and ways of ad-
dressing them. Itwill need to be complementedwithmanyother
attempts to visualise the future, such as other papers in this
special issue, more technical work or pure science fiction. We
nevertheless hope that the paper can contribute to a broader
discussion of the practice of RRI and inform all stakeholders on
what it might look like in practice, so that actual practice can be
developed. In this spirit the paper hopes to heedWalsham's call
[28] to make the world a better place with ICT.Acknowledgements
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